
   
 
Vocabulary- Homeopathy 
 
 
What is homeopathy?  
 
An alternative remedy to mainstream treatments.  
 
What do you think would be included in a Part C test about it?  
 

• debate/ arguments - different opinions  
• new research - findings / evidence - validate/disprove 
• stories 
• what is homeopathy?  
• doubt 
• support 
• history 
• predictions 
• ongoing initiatives 

 
 
Exercise 1 
 
Match the vocabulary with the definition:  
 

Vocabulary Match Definition 
1. dilute  a) normal, the way things are usually done 
2. derived (from)  b) having a bad outcome 
3. credible  c) careful in what you say, tactful 
4. crux  d) unavoidably 
5. mainstream  e) approval, usually from an authority 
6. alternative  f) without enthusiasm 
7. adverse 

 
 g) believable, feasible, trustworthy 

8. inevitably  h) watered down, not strong 
9. sceptics  i) individually separate and distinct from 

others 
10. reluctantly  j) originating/ taken from a source, usually 

natural 
11. validation  k) different to the norm 
12. discrete  l) people who doubt the truth of information 

or ideas 
13. discreet  m) the main, most essential part of 

something, such as a plan or opinion 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   
Exercise 2 
 
Use the words above to complete sentences (Be careful - there may be a different form of the word!)   
 

1. The guidance for IV administration is broken down into 4 ……………modules.  
2. I often look for an …………… to the usual plastic packaging when I shop in 

supermarkets.  
3. Children often require …………… from parents when they try out new things.  
4. The …………… will find issues with this new project but they are missing the big 

picture.  
5. Often the news we receive from the …………… channels is not …………….  
6. When you get to the …………… of the matter, it is clear that this is an issue that 

affects all of us.  
7. A lot of protein powders used by bodybuilders are ……………plants and dairy 

products.  
8. Long term use of narcotic substances, unfortunately, has ……………    …………….  

consequences.  
9. It is very important that healthcare professionals use …………… when dealing with 

sensitive patient data.  
10. Please ensure you …………… the concentrate before you give it to the children!  

 
 
Exercise 3  
 
It’s a good idea to review different forms of words when you learn new vocabulary. Try and fill in the table. 
(Tip: there might not be an answer for every box) :   
 

Vocabulary Verb Noun Adjective Adverb 
1. dilute     
2. derived (from)     
3. credible     
4. crux     
5. mainstream     
6. alternative     
7. adverse     
8. inevitably     
9. sceptics     
10. reluctantly     
11. validation     
12. discrete     
13. discreet     

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



   
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Answers 
 
Exercise 1 
 

Vocabulary Match Definition 
1. dilute h n) normal, the way things are usually done 
2. derived (from) j o) having a bad outcome 
3. credible g p) careful in what you say, tactful 
4. crux m q) unavoidably 
5. mainstream a r) approval, usually from an authority 
6. alternative k s) without enthusiasm 
7. adverse 

 
b t) believable, feasible, trustworthy 

8. inevitably d u) watered down, not strong 
9. sceptics l v) individually separate and distinct from 

others 
10. reluctantly f w) originating/ taken from a source, usually 

natural 
11. validation e x) different to the norm 
12. discrete i y) people who doubt the truth of information 

or ideas 
13. discreet c z) the main, most essential part of 

something, such as a plan or opinion 
 
Exercise 2 
 

1. The guidance for IV administration is broken down into 4 discrete modules.  
2. I often look for an alternative to the usual plastic packaging when I shop in 

supermarkets.  
3. Children often require validation from parents when they try out new things.  
4. The sceptics will find issues with this new project but they are missing the big 

picture.  
5. Often the news we receive from the mainstream channels is not credible.  
6. When you get to the crux of the matter, it is clear that this is an issue that affects all 

of us.  
7. A lot of protein powders used by bodybuilders are derived from plants and dairy 

products.  
8. Long term use of narcotic substances, unfortunately, has inevitable  adverse 

consequences.  
9. It is very important that healthcare professionals use  discretion when dealing with 

sensitive patient data.  
10. Please ensure you dilute the concentrate before you give it to the children!  

 
 
 
 
 



   
Vocabulary table 
 

Vocabulary Verb Noun Adjective Adverb 
1. dilute dilute dilute / 

dilution 
diluted - 

2. derived (from) derive derivation derived -  
3. credible (dis)credit credibility credible credibly 
4. crux - crux crucial crucially 
5. mainstream - mainstream mainstream - 
6. alternative alternate alternative alternative alternatively 
7. adverse - - adverse adversely 
8. inevitably - inevitability inevitable inevitably 
9. sceptics - sceptic sceptical  sceptically 
10. reluctantly  reluctance reluctant reluctantly 
11. validation validate validation / 

validity / 
invalid 

valid / 
validatory / 
invalid 

- 

12. discrete - discretion discrete discretely 
13. discreet - discretion discreet discreetly 

 


